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INSTRUCTIONS
:: Using Primal Scream ::

Primal scream is the first in a new whimsikini series, which capitalize on classic 
Amazonian fantasy styled clothing, the likes of which you see in Frazetta or Vallejo's 
artwork.

You will find the files for it in Genesis 8 Female/Clothing/Damage 
inc/Whimsikini/Primal Scream.

Below is each item covered:

First and foremost, all clothing that overlaps has matching adjustment morphs. You 
will need to dial them in on all items, when using adjustments.

Top
The top is pretty straightforward. It has beads and teeth dangling from it (which 
can be shut off with utility mats if you wish)  The ties in the back are rigged, for 
giving them movement (or gravity)

Bottoms
The bottoms are a panty which are pretty straightforward. It is set up for dforce (but 
is static, so it does not simulate... but rather is static against the skirt) It matches the 
top in that it too, has beads and teeth dangling from it. The teeth stick out past the 
skirt, so they show. But you can also shut them off, along with the beads, if you wish.

The bottoms have a scanty morph, to turn them into a thong, along with a second 
that makes the entire panty scanty. Its important to note, these are novelty type 
morphs, and will not work in all situations (such as certain morphs/leg bends) Its 
probably best used in standing positions, with her bum to the camera. If, however, you 
insist on using it with leg bends, you can try to use it with adjustment morphs, and the 
morphs Im about to mention with it, to get a better look without pokethrough.

 Additionally, there are leg bend morphs (in case you want her to sit and do a split) 
which smooth out the Geometry perfectly without jcm's weirdness. It does work 
without them, these just make it look better. These can be also used in tandem with the 
scanty morphs, should you try to bend her legs about (but the results may vary)

Skirt
This is a tattered jungle style skirt, which is rigged with bones (it has 4 joints you can 
pose, for windblowing) The joints are the front/side/back of the skirt, as well as the 
ties on the right side (basically, more for being able to adjust it from poking... but 
also so it can be windblown too)

This set is also dforce compliant... so the skirt can be simulated, if you prefer that 
route to posing the joints. Dforce will make the skirt naturally bend and fold with 
her movements. Using the joints in tandem with dforce, however, does not work very 
well (your results may vary) For more details, see the dforce section below.

The skirt also has leg bend morphs (under movement) that are basically baked 
simulations for a more natural look (without having to wait for a simulation to get
there)



Arms
Laced up arm conformers, which also have beads on them (but no teeth dangling 
from these) You can shut off the beads as well, if you prefer just a simple  strappy 
look. The ties are also rigged, for movement.

Sandals:
They're not quite shoes, as they have no sole. But these, much like the arms, are laced 
up her leg, and attach to her toe to form a sandal. This has a pair of teeth on each 
leg at the top (which you can turn off if you wish, along with its beads) The ties are 
also rigged for movement.

DFORCE:
As advertised, this set is set up for Dforce. The skirt itself can be simulated, whereas 
the panty is set up to be static for the skirt to collide properly against.

In testing, simulations should work most of the time. But they might cause explosions
when genesis bends into herself (or otherwise forces the clothing to bend into itself) 
These scenarios are few and far between, however (I tested it against many many 
poses) and will only happen in poses with extreme leg bends. I recommend in those 
particular cases using the joints or the baked sim leg bend morphs that are included.

Using wind node:
You can use a wind node, to blow it about instead of joints. I have tested this, and its 
a finagly thing that will require some patience to get right. IN my testing, its best to 
have a higher wind resistance (under simulation settings) with the affector not 
touching the skirt (strength of wind on parameters tab set to 1.00 or less) 
Otherwise, it will explode. In fact, it likes to explode a lot with the wind node lol

Given how short the skirt is, the yield you will achieve even with my best case 
scenario settings, is rather low.  There is just not enough cloth to get a good effect. 
So I recommend just posing the joints for wind (as its much quicker/easier with a 
much more dramatic effect)

Materials:
Finally, we get to materials. This set contains 8 material sets, both hierarchical 
mats as well as partial mats. And both iray and 3delight as well. You will find the 
respective mats in the respective folders, in the clothing folder.

Black Python  & Red Python – 2 different color schemes, with the same snake 
pattern. This is your basic python texture.

Brown Crocodile & Leucistic Crocodile – One is a regular crocodile, while the other 
is void of color. Its not albino though, its Leucistic. In leucism, there is a void of 
pigment, but the eye color remains (hence the turquoise)

Gold Lizard & Jade Lizard – Basically your desert lizard and a jungle lizard (with 
the colors following)

Crimson Viper & Green Viper – In the animal world, if it has bright color with 
variegating pattern, its likely venomous and is a sign of danger. Here is a crimson 
and green viper option.



Utility MATS:
As mentioned briefly in the clothing section, utility mats are also included, which 
turn off teeth and beads.

Top
Teeth Off
Beads Off

Bottoms
Teeth Off
Beads Off

Arms
Beads Off

Sandals
Teeth Off
Beads Off

Add on information:
Keep your eyes peeled for add ons for this set (as there is at least one coming) as well 
as more to come in the divinity series.

  other notes & requirements :
this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own 
textures and add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:

Outfit textures are 2048x2048

promotional credits:
Dark Apocalypse: Viridian Skye Spear by me
Lady Darkness Hair/Hard Liquor for lady darkness hair by me
Battle Cat by me (Blood fang)
Cold Blooded by me (Gaboon Viper)
Wolf/Big Cat fur/Iray catalyzer by Alessandro_AM
Tears of Doom/Thorns of time by danie and marforno
Abandoned temple/return to the Enchanted Forest by stonemason
DAZ Morphing Python, Big cat 2 and Dragon 3

:: quick reference troubleshooting :

    No known issues.For  further details on usage, please see each section in this pdf. 

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net
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